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ABSTRACT: We explore design criteria for a new multijunction solar cell concept, the three terminal selective band
offset barrier solar cell (3T-SBOB). The 3T-SBOB reaches tandem solar efficiencies without suffering from series
current constraints of two terminal designs, and without suffering from grid alignement issues of four terminal
designs. It consists of a low bandgap silicon interdigitated back contact solar cell, connected to a high bandgap top
cell by a selective band offset barrier (SBOB). The SBOB allows transport of only one type of charge carrier, leading
to independent quasi-Fermi level separations in top and bottom cells under illumination It reaches tandem efficiencies
with three terminals and with technical advantages over 2T and 4T devices. This paper reports results of the design of
the 3T-SBOB device. Two candidate materials for this critical ETL and SBOB material are SnO2 and PC(71)BM.
This paper presents these preliminary materials studies and resulting device structures which will be evaluated in a
forthcoming H2020 Solar-ERANET project (BOBTANDEM) the kick-off of which coincides with this conference.
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INTRODUCTION

Multi-junction devices lead progress in high efficiency
solar cell designs. However, the conceptually attractive
two terminal and four terminal multijunction devices
suffer respectively from series current constraints and
from grid alignment design issues.
This paper introduces a new ERANET project
BOBTANDEM which is developing a new concept, the
three terminal (3T) carrier selective band offset barrier
(SBOB) tandem solar cell [1]. This design is based on a
silicon interdigitated back contact solar cell [2], on top of
which is grown the SBOB layer. The cell is completed by
a high bandgap perovskite solar cell with a single front
surface contact. The design prevents thermalisation of top
cell majority carriers in the bottom cell, while allowing
photogenerated carriers of one polarity in the top cell to
be collected in the bottom cell. This results in
independent quasi-Fermi level separations in top and
bottom cells, and independent current-voltage curves.
The 3T-SBOB tandem is a structure yielding tandem
efficiencies from two independently operating subcells,
with advantages over 2T and 4T designs.
We use numerical modelling applied to study the
performance of the 3T-SBOB device. The structure we
focus on is based on an n-type silicon interdigitated back
contact (IBC) bottom cell. The top cell is a perovskite
solar cell (PSC) with an organic [3] front surface hole
transport layer (HTL), a standard perovskite absorber,
which is connected to the IBC by an electron transport
layer (ETL) playing the role of SBOB. Two candidate
materials for this critical ETL and SBOB material are
SnO2 [4] and PC(71)BM [5].

Figure 1: Three terminal band offset barrier structure
showing two independent operating circuits for top and
bottom cells for the case of an n-type IBC bottom cell.
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DISCUSSION

2.1 Efficiency limits
We start by examining the radiative efficiency limit. In
the 3T-SBOB, the two subcells operate at independent
current and voltage, similar to a 4T design. The 3TSBOB is therefore subject to the same radiative 7
efficiency limit as a 4T.
To put the 3T-SBOB in context, figure 2 shows the
radiative efficiency limits of the 2T tandem for reference
and the 3T-SBOB tandem in the Shockley-Queisser 30%
efficiency configuration [shockley-queisser] which does
not include a back mirror.
The first point which stands out is the much broader
efficiency maximum for the 3T-SBOB relative to the 2T.
This is a reflection of the elimination of the series current

constraint.
The second point is the slightly higher efficiency
maximum. This is an interesting and non-trivial
consequence of loss of series power constraint which is
independent of the form of the spectrum and instead due
to the maximum power point operation of each cell as
opposed to the 2T design which imposes constant current.
This is linked to superior minimisation of thermalisation
losses in the 3T-SBOB (and 4T) designs.
The conclusion of this brief introductory investigation of
efficiency potential is that the 3T-SBOB slightly exceeds
the current constraint limited 2T design (fig. 2b). There is
furthermore an obviuos design advantage in that the
significantly broader efficiency contour of the 3T-SBOB
design compared to the 2T design.

Table 1: Idealised cell materials parameters
Material

Affinity (eV)

Bandgap (eV)

ETL - SBOB

4.05

3.7

Perovskite

4.05

1.7

HTL

3.8

4.02

2.2 Idealised prototype
Preliminary evluation of the 3T-SBOB has been
presented previously [9] and is summarised here to
sketch the operational principles of the 3T-SBOB. The
silicon solar cell IBC modelling uses well established
materials and design parameters [8]. However moving on
from [9] we use here idealised but achievable PSC cell
materials parameters [6] including perfect affinity
matching and a broadly ideal Perovskite bandgap.
This approach using idealised but physically realistic
materials parameters enables us to propose reaching
efficiencies of 35%, which is significantly less than the
ideal efficiency limit of above 42% in our 3T-SBOB
configuration.

(a)

Figure 3 Numerical band structure calculation of
the three terminal band offset barrier solar cell
band structure with both cells at maximum power
voltage. The different separation of quasi-Fermi
levels in top cell perovskite cell and bottom IBC
silicon cell.
2.3 SBOB operation

(b)
Figure 2 Comparison of ideal efficiency profiles for (a)
series constrained two terminal tandems cells and (b)
independently operating 3T-SBOB tandem cells. The 3TSBOB cell shows a broader efficiency contour with a
slightly higher maximum effiicency than 2T cells.

Figure 3 shows a numerical simulation of 3T-SBOB band
structure under 1 sun AM1.5G including hole and
electron qusi-Fermi levels in top and bottom cell. The
bottpm Si-IBC cannot be shown on the same scale and
extends 180µm to the left, as indicated by the dotted
arrows on the figure.
One can clearly see the greater quasi-Fermi level
separation in the top cell compared to the silicon IBC.
The top cell therefore operates between the front contact
and the IBC n+ back contact at a potential determined by
the top cell bandgap, while the independent lower
bandgap bottom cell operates at a potential determined by
its bandgap. The structure is therefore subject to the same
efficiency limit as a four terminal cell with independent
top and bottom cell current-voltage characteristics.
Figure 4 shows numerical modelling of current flows in

the whole structure. This shows the electron current
flowing from the top PSC (not visible at this scale) to
bottom IBC. In the bottom cell we also see an electron
current flowing from the cathode to the base (where the
name is chosen for convenience by analogy with
transistors).
Figure 4b shows the hole current for a zoom on the
interface region. This demonstrates in detail the operation
of the SBOB layer repelling holes from the top cell and
preventing their thermalisation in the bottom cell.
Not shown for brevity is the electron current on the same
scale as figure 4b which would simply show parallel and
uniform electron flow-lines flowing from top to bottom,
that is, in the opposite direction to the current flowlines
of figure 4a.
It is these flowlines which, together with the band
diagram of figure 3, which show the operational
principles of this design.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4 Current flows under AM1.5G illumination: (a)
Total current over the whole device; (b) focus on the
interface region showing the hole current blocked by the
SBOB
3 CONCLUSION
The brief and preliminary work presented here is the
design stage before the start of an H2020 ERANET
project BOBTANDEM. This project will investigate the
materials sketched in table 1 while applying materials
modelling from ab initio to device modelling scales to
optimise materials both from the materials properties and

materials compatibility (growth) directions. A number of
materials have been proposed and will be reported as the
poject progresses over the next three years.
Since the project is based on well advanced IBC and PSC
cells, both of which are in the process of industrialisation,
the project will include a significant activity in optical
modelling for design of real devices, and annual yield
modelling.
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